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Zhuo An Yun Wu is an important rime book in the history of modern Chinese 
phonology, which covers rich content of dengyun (a term used in ancient Chinese 
phonology), and the rime diagrams were made meticulously from all sides of the 
pronunciations. Although previous scholars have discussed about the nature of 
Zhuo An Yun wu, their studies are not detailed, and the research of the 
phonological nature was not complete at all. Therefore it is meaningful to make an 
all-round study Zhuo An Yun Wu to the modern phonological system. 
This thesis is made up of six parts. 
Part one: introduction of the life of the author, Zhao Shaoji, and different 
versions of Zhuo An Yun Wu. 
Part two: layout of Zhuo An Yun Wu. The terminology, methods of analysis 
sounds segments, theories of making diagrams are introduced in this part. There 
are ten terms in the book, such as Hu (breathe out), Ying (Echo), Xi (breathe in), 
Sheng (Consonant), Yun (Rime), Jing (Longitude), Wei (Latitude), Fen (Divide), 
He (Merge). Zhao analyed the sounds segmentsinto three parts. There are there 
kinds of diagrams in this book: Yunmu diagrams, Huisheng diagrams and Huiyun 
diagrams. The standards of the diagram making also are described. 
Part three, the initial system. The 19 initial classes of Zhuo An Yun Wu is 
reconstructed and a table of the initials is listed according to Shi Yao. Several 
questions about the initials were discussed such as palatalization, the two groups 
of Jing(精) and Jian(见) were not palatalized. Voiced initials disappeared, Wei(微) 















Zhang have merged into one group completely. Er (而尔二) kept the Ri initial.  
Part four: rime system. The rime system was reconstructedand several problems 
about rimes are discussed in this part. Zhao analysed the glide in unique way, 
announcing that [  ]、[  ] existed clearly as glides. The coda [–m] has developed 
into the corresponding previous nasal coda [-n]. Ru tone coda existed on the name, 
but appeared in other diagrams, too. Zhao is the first scholar who written the 
colloquial “Er” rime into the phonology book formally. Some closed mouth rime 
appeared in opened mouth rimes.  
Part five, the tone system is studied and reconstructed in this part.  
Part six, the nature of Zhuo An Yun Wu According to the preceding five parts, 
we can know the nature of Zhuo An Yun Wu belongs to the mandarin phonology 
system. 
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三卷第二期 1932 年，介绍了赵绍箕的生平及其在音韵学上的贡献。 
2．赵荫棠著《等韵源流》（文史哲出版社 1986 年）。 
书中第三编第六节《明清等韵之北音系统》专门介绍了《拙庵韵悟》声、
韵、调的大概。 
































































                                                        































五呼，[  ]和[  ]归为一呼，其余各呼仍单列。 
他的六呼理论继承了前人的四呼说法，是以六奇韵为标准描写的。与前
人不同的是，他把四呼发展到六呼，增加了齐齿和交牙两呼，把分别与z、c、
s和zh、ch、sh、r的舌尖元音[  ]、[  ] 从舌面元音[ ι ]中分立出来，“以为精
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